but went down. He got one. George followed. The girl told me that this information was that some man and there a large body of soldiers to take, but as we as if when we were the same men as the order, Mr. Nicholls was just called in. He had printed this letter or rather a letter which the garbier gave up upon this paper with value. A green back, and they threw in all the men. He then, God, frame some judge. Battle go to Raleigh to make some arrangements about the meeting of the legislature and help out. Holden, of course, no indication of a move. Yet nothing of John or himself. I have no letters from you since 31 March, and I learn that a Brigade has been sent to Fayetteville. I regret all five ruined Lincoln's Reclamation.

May 10, 1865.

There was little news here, and during the few days occupied by the garbier, not much like the monotony of prison life. They left us after fourteen days, since a few days after 15,000 infantry under Gen. Banks, passed through. During no March, there is a group of about 20 men left for the protection of the college. To whom we have a citizen's post. And here being